Abstract: Enlargement of Lie super algebra B(0, 1) was given firstly. Then nonlinear super integrable couplings of the super classical Boussinesq hierarchy based upon this enlarged matrix Lie super algebra were constructed secondly. And its super Hamiltonian structures were established by using super trace identity thirdly. As its reduction, special integrable couplings of classical Boussinesq hierarchy were obtained finally.
Introduction
With the development of soliton theory, super integrable systems associated with Lie super algebra have aroused growing attentions by many mathematicians and physicists. It was known that super integrable systems contained the odd variables, which would provide more prolific fields for mathematical researchers and physical ones. Several super integrable systems including super AKNS hierarchy, super KdV hierarchyand super classical Boussinseq hierarchy, etc., have been studied [1] - [4] . There are some interesting results on the super integrable systems, such as Darboux transformation [5] , super Hamiltonian structures [6] , binary nonlinearization [7] and reciprocal transformation [8] and so on.
The research of integrable couplings of the well knownintegrable hierarchy has been received considerable attentions [9] - [12] . One approach to construct linear integrable couplings of the classical soliton equation are presented by using matrix Lie algebra constructing new loop Lie algebra [13] . Recently, Ma and Zhu [14] , [15] presented a scheme for constructing nonlinear continuous and discrete integrable couplings using the block type matrix algebra. However, there is one interesting question for us is how to generate nonlinear super integrable couplings for the super integrable hierarchy.
In this paper, We take the Lie algebra B(0, 1) as an example to illustrate the approach for extending Lie super algebras. Based on the enlarged Lie super algebra gl(6, 2), we work out nonlinear super integrable Hamiltonian couplings of the super classical Boussinesq hierarchy. Finally, we will reduce the nonlinear super super classical Boussinesqintegrable Hamiltonian couplings to some special cases. 
Define a loop super algebra corresponding to the Lie super algebra gl (6, 2) , denote by
The corresponding (anti)commutative relations are given as
Nonlinear Super Integrable couplings of the Super Classical Boussinesq Hierarchy
If let us start from an enlarged spectral problem associated with gl(6, 2), 
where 12 , , , q r u u are even potentials, but ,  are odd ones.
In order to obtain super integrable couplings of super integrable hierarchy, we first solve the adjoint representation of (7),
where A, B, C, E, F and G are commuting fields, and ρ, δ are anti-commuting fields. Substituting 
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Equations (11) 
Then, let us consider the spectral problem (7) with the following auxiliary problem 
From the compatible condition 
 
according to (7) and (14), we get the zero curvature
which gives a nonlinear Lax super integrable hierarchy 
The super integrable hierarchy (17) 
Substituting above results into the super trace identity [6] 
yields that 
